
Of In�ation and Lines In The Sand...

Good morning and Happy Monday. It is safe to say that 

most investors are anxiously awaiting the arrival of the 

monthly update to the Consumer Price Index. 

Scheduled to be released tomorrow morning, the CPI 

will provide members of both teams a glimpse into the 

state of in�ation.
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Although the month-over-month headline number is expected to rise by about 0.5%, which 

represents a pretty hefty increase over December's 0.1% monthly gain, the key to the report will be 

the year-over-year comparisons. The consensus expectations among analysts is for the annual gain in 

prices to fall from December's 6.5% to 6.2%. In short, the thinking is this would indicate that in�ation 

is continuing to trend in the right direction.

However, one of the biggest worries in the market here is that in�ation will remain "sticky" due to all 

those jobs the economy keeps creating. Which, in turn, provides all but the low-end consumer with 

the ability to pay for the stuff they want regardless of whether it costs a little more or not.

The thinking is that if in�ation doesn't start to trend lower in the near term, the Fed, in its quest to 

remain "data dependent" will continue to hike rates - and wind up "overdoing it" in the process. And 

this, dear readers, puts the concept of a "hard landing" (i.e., a severe recession) in play.

Why is this important, you ask? It's simple, really. If the economy can avoid a meaningful recession 

and the Fed can step aside, then stocks can look ahead to better days - via higher prices, of course. 

However, if the Fed is forced to keep raising rates, then it is a safe bet that earnings are going to be 

impacted over time. And not in a good way.

Those seeing the market's glass as at least half empty contend that stocks would have to decline - 

perhaps a lot - to "price in" such a scenario. And this is what all those calls for the S&P to fall into the 

low 3,000's is based on.

Click Here to Read More

Regardless of the color on the screens, try embracing 
an "attitude of gratitude" today...

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/inflation-lines-sand-david-moenning/?trackingId=VlQhkzqABhSzc6S4q8IGKw%3D%3D


In a truly diversi�ed portfolio, the 
portfolio’s assets are spread 
across several asset classes, so 

that the portfolio’s total return is 
determined by the performance of 

all of the positions in combination 
– not individually based on one 
asset type. While diversi�cation 

does not ensure a pro�t or 
guarantee against loss, it can help 

mitigate the risk and volatility in 
your portfolio.

Taking a Comprehensive Look at The Overall 
Current Stock Market

Chart of the Week

The chart above illustrates the performance of funds and ETF’s designed to track major indices, including 2 Bond 
indices (DBLTX and AGG), 1 S&P500 Equity index (SPY), 1 Balanced index (VBINX), and 1 Multialternatives index 
(MSTVX). 

The chart also illustrates the performance of 2 balanced portfolios combining both a Bond index (AGG) and an 
equities index (SPY) the portfolio with the lower exposure to equities (40%) and higher exposure to bonds (60%) 
would generally be considered more conservative than a portfolio with higher exposure to equities (60%) and lower 
exposure to bonds (40%).

A hypothetical portfolio consisting of an equal weighting to all of the examples shown above would be 3.11%  year 
to date.   



WEEKLY MARKET SUMMARY
Global Equities: Equity markets posted their worst weekly 

returns since December in a relatively light week of 

economic data ahead of the February 14th CPI in�ation 

reading. The S&P 500 was down -1.1%, the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average slipped -0.1%, and the Nasdaq lagged 

with a -2.4% weekly return. Developed International stocks 

were down -1.1% while Emerging Markets shed -1.7%.

Fixed Income: 10-Year Treasury yields inched higher, 

reaching 3.7% for the �rst time since early January. Global 

bond yields saw a similar move up in response to rumors 

that Kazuo Ueda, considered to lean hawkish on interest 

rates, will take over as next governor of the Bank of Japan. 

Domestic high yield bonds fell alongside equities, losing 

-2.1% during the week.

Commodities: A 500,000 barrel-per-day reduction in 

Russian oil output, commencing in March, put upwards 

pressure on crude prices. US benchmark West Texas 

Intermediate rose to over $79 per barrel. Conversely, 

Natural Gas prices have seen immense downward pressure 

amidst unseasonably warm weather, with the spot price 

down -45% so far this year and down nearly -75% from its 

peak back in August.
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC SUMMARY
Powell Speech: Fed Chair Jerome Powell held a relatively 

casual discussion at the Economic Club of Washington, 

reiterating some of his recent talking points on in�ation and the 

Fed’s likely path for further rate hikes. Markets bounced 

around on his comments, ultimately ending the day higher. 

Powell cautioned that the Fed’s task “will be a process that 

takes a signi�cant period of time”, stated that the 

disin�ationary process won’t be smooth, and reiterated that 

further rate increases (plural) are likely.

Consumer Sentiment: The University of Michigan Consumer 

Sentiment survey hit its highest mark in 13 months, signaling 

some cautious optimism. The 66.4 reading is still far below the 

pre-pandemic high of 101 as well as the post-Covid peak of 

88.3. Survey respondents projected in�ation coming down to a 

low of 2.9%, suggesting more pessimism than the Fed, which 

believes it can bring in�ation down to its 2% target.

Earnings Season: After struggling to integrate its streaming 

business in recent quarters, Disney (DIS) �nally delivered a 

solid earnings report under the leadership of returning CEO 

Bob Iger. Overall, it was a solid week for earnings, with PepsiCo 

(PEP), Kellogg Company (K), PayPal (PYPL), and Toyota (TM) all 

beating estimates. Around 68% of S&P 500 companies have 

reported their 4th quarter earnings, with 68% beating 

estimates, which is roughly in line with the third quarter.

Dow Jones    - Week Ending
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The Stock Market 
Scorecard is designed to 
provide a succinct 
summary of the “state of 
the market.” The 
scoreboard includes 
indicators covering trend, 
momentum, mean-
reversion, sentiment, and 
fundamental factors over 
the short-, intermediate-, 
and long-term time 
frames. 

 

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  This Update is limited to the dissemination of general information pertaining to its investment 

advisory services and is not suitable for everyone.  The information contained herein should not be construed as personalized investment advice.  There is no 

guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this newsletter will come to pass.  Investing in the stock and bond markets involves gains and losses and 

may not be suitable for all investors.  Information presented herein is subject to change without notice.  Horter has experienced periods of 

underperformance in the past and may also in the future.  The returns represented herein are total return inclusive of reinvesting all interest and dividends. 

The above equity, bond and cash weightings are targets and may not be the exact current weightings in any particular client account.  Speci�cally, there may 

be cases where accounts hold higher cash levels than stated in these target weightings.  This is usually to accommodate account level activity.  Furthermore, 

some variable annuity and variable universal life accounts may not be able to purchase the exact weightings that we are indicating above due to speci�c 

product restrictions, limitations, riders, etc. Please refer to your client accounts for more speci�cs or call your Horter Investment Management, LLC at (513) 

984-9933.

Investment advisory services offered through Horter Investment Management, LLC, a SEC-Registered Investment Advisor.   Horter Investment Management 

does not provide legal or tax advice.  Investment Advisor Representatives of Horter Investment Management may only conduct business with residents of 

the states and jurisdictions in which they are properly registered or exempt from registration requirements.  Insurance and annuity products are sold 

separately through Horter Financial Strategies, LLC. Securities transactions for Horter Investment Management clients are placed through  AXOS Advisor 

Services, TD Ameritrade and Nationwide Advisory Solutions. 

For additional information about Horter Investment Management, LLC, including fees and services, send for our disclosure statement as set forth on Form 

ADV from Horter Investment Management, LLC using the contact information herein. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or 

send money.


